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🔥BREAKING🔥  @FBI  declared conspiracy theorists who
incite violence a domestic terrorist threat. Lawyers for
Trump 'Super Fan' Cesar Sayoc agree. They argued
Trump's rhetoric inspired Sayoc’s terrorist plot on
Democrats‼ #TrumpsTerrorists

Lawyers For Cesar Sayoc Say Trump's Rhetoric Inspired Terrorist Plot …
"A rational observer may have brushed off Trump’s tweets as hyperbole, but Mr.
Sayoc took them to heart," his attorneys wrote.

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/cesar-sayoc-trump-bombing_n_5d3635b1e4b004b6ad…

💥Sayoc’s lawyers make the perfect argument for arresting Trump💥 “A rational

observer may have brushed off Trump’s tweets as hyperbole, but Sayoc took them to

heart. Sayoc came to believe in an “alternative reality” fueled in part by “Trump’s

attacks on his political opponents.”

WHOA 😲 Cesar Sayoc’s mother, Madeline Sayoc, blames Trump’s rhetoric, fake

news and conspiracies for inciting her son to commit these crimes‼ I wonder how

many MAGA followers are ready to commit atrocities in Trump’s name⁉

#TrumpsTerrorists
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🔥Sayoc’s lawyers used @KellyannePolls term “alternative reality” for “alternative

lies” 😳 Sayoc’s lawyers said that @realDonaldTrump @FoxNews @foxandfriends

and @seanhannity radicalized Sayoc‼ Sayoc’s lawyers & @FBIPhoenix agree domestic

terror is fueled by Trump🔥

💥#TrumpsTerrorists lawyers will follow in the footsteps of Sayoc’s lawyers and say

their client was radicalized by @realDonaldTrump @foxnews & @seanhannity. 👇

That’s why he’s projecting blame on the free press‼ 

Donald J. Trump
@realDonaldTrump

The Media has a big responsibility to life and safety in our 
Country. Fake News has contributed greatly to the anger and 
rage that has built up over many years. News coverage has got 
to start being fair, balanced and unbiased, or these terrible 
problems will only get worse!
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💥Trump and Fox News spouted fake stories that made Sayoc BELIEVE Democrats

were dangerous‼ The lawyers argued it was Trump’s fault AND said Sayoc targeted
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the EXACT people Trump attacked on @Twitter ‼ @TwitterSafety @jack are to blame

for not deleting @realDonaldTrump‼ 

💥Weaponized Propaganda💥Note the timing of when the @twitter account of

@FoxNews went dark- a few weeks after Sayoc’s bomb mailings were labeled

domestic terrorism and we learned he was radicalized by Fox News, Fox and Friends

and @seanhannity😳
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Thread by @kelly2277: "Why are @FoxNews @foxandfriends @realalexjones and
other right wing @twitter accounts shut down They were involved in tin’s
propaganda to influence US elections. Alex Jones ope…

https://threadreaderapp.com/thread/1096163857469530115.html

🔥Sayoc’s lawyers argue Trump’s 💥Weaponized Propaganda💥 AND fake news

radicalized Sayoc and increased his delusions. They agree w @FBIPhoenix that

domestic terror attacks are spawned by conspiracies pushed by Trump, Fox News,

Fox and Friends, Hannity and Alex Jones🔥

🤔Cesar Sayoc will be sentenced today for 10-life for sending bombs to Trump’s

enemy list. How many years should Trump, Fox News, Hannity and Fox and Friends

receive for radicalizing Sayoc with weaponized propaganda ⁉

Sentencing Day For Cesar Sayoc Who Sent Inoperative Pipe Bombs To…
Cesar Sayoc is facing anywhere from 10 years to life in prison.

https://miami.cbslocal.com/video/4138623-sentencing-day-for-cesar-sayoc-who-sent-i…
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